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“Embrace your uniqueness and use it to find your purpose. When you find your purpose, make the pursuit of
your purpose greater than the pursuit of your position.” — Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona

CTN Celebrates Ascender Graduates
Labeled as “generation pandemic,” 2021 graduates have experienced something that will fundamentally change
them and have a transformative effect on their perceptions and behaviors. Our Ascender students have faced
obstacles unknown to other generations with strength and courage and determination. We admire their
perseverance and resiliency. We hope they harness the power of these characteristics. We believe in them and
want them to know that their Ascender familia will always be here for them. We hope they will join the CTN
Alumni Association, so we can continue to share in their successes.
Over 25 CTN students graduated from CTN colleges across the state. SAC had eight graduates: Areli Garcia,
Leilani Ramirez, Itzel Hernandez, Isela Mendez, Leilani Perez, Jessica Beveridge, Madalynn Morales, and
Kristina Ballard. STC had a total of 15 graduates: four from Pecan campus: Alexis Cantu, Computer Science;
Gilbert Saenz, Visual Arts; Esmeralda Hidrogo, Elementary Education; Anselmo Reyna, Elementary Education;
four from Mid-Valley campus: Carolina Munoz, Secondary Education; Roxanna Coronado, Criminal Justice;
Brianna Lugo Luna, Interdisciplinary Studies; Sherlyn Palomares, Elementary Education; and seven from Starr
campus: Ashley Arevalo, Associate of Arts in Teaching; Jarelly Gomez, Criminal Justice; Anahy Garcia, Criminal
Justice; Itzayanna Lopez, Associate of Arts in Teaching, Elementary Ed; Julio Corro, Kinesiology; Vanessa
Morin, Criminal Justice; Janette Gomez, Elementary Education. PAC had four graduates including Gabby Alcala,
who will attend St. Mary’s University.
We also celebrate those students receiving their Bachelors or Masters degree including Farah Guerrero -Master
of Science, Industrial Management, UT at Tyler; Abraham Salinas-Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies,
UTRGV; Shelia Villarral-Bachelor of Organizational Leadership, STC; Eulogio Torres-Bachelor’s in Bilingual
Education EC-6, UTRGV; and Diana Gorostieta-Bachelors of Marketing, Texas State.
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STC Holds Virtual Celebracion to Honor Graduates
For the first time since the Ascender Program's inception in 2012, South Texas College had the opportunity to
conduct one Celebracion and celebrate all three campus graduates. Celebracion was on April 30th from 6:00 pm
to 8:00 pm. The Master of Ceremony was Dr. Anna B. Alaniz who commented, “Despite the rough year due to
the problematic circumstances amid a pandemic, South Texas College Ascender Program had many things to
celebrate. A year ago, students decided whether they would drop out and wait for life to resume normality or
continue on the voyage they had set out to do- complete their education. Fortunately, many opted for the latter
option, and today they celebrated by walking the virtual stage and graduating.”
The event brought together over 55 students, professors, and alumni. South Texas College honored 57 current
and former Ascender graduates. The Ascender Team recognized 52 Ascender students who graduated with their
Associates during the Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 commencement, five Ascender alumni who graduated with their
Bachelor's, and one alumnus who graduated with her Master's. After the graduates were honored, they offered
words of advice to the current Ascender students.

Austin Community College Hosts Celebracion
By Carmen Hernandez

ACC hosted the Ascender Celebracion on May 8th at the Highland Campus and on May 15th at the South Austin
Campus. During both events, Ascender team members welcomed students to the curbside celebration with cheers
and applause as they, their families, and loved ones gathered for the first time in recognition of their achievement
in completing the program. Many students who took part in the Ascender Celebracion got a Certificate of
Completion, a serape stole, and some were even recognized for perfect attendance.
Due to the program's halt of face-to-face interaction at the start of the pandemic for the 2019-2020 cohort,
Ascender also invited those students from last year to receive their certificates. Many of these students had
struggled in their classes due to the pandemic, and it was a huge success for them to finally receive their certificate
of completion and graduation stole. Throughout the Celebraciones, the Ascender team and ACC mascot, RB the
Riverbat, were encouraged to take pictures with students with their gifts and congratulate them for their hard work
in completing their first year in college along with their achievements.
“The Ascender Celebracion was meaningful for my first year in college. I feel that many students, including
myself, felt recognized by Ascender and ACC as students who are on a successful educational path. Being able
to complete the Ascender program proves that ACC truly “is for everyone.” Overall, it shows the commitment
we as students make from the beginning to stay motivated and always strive for our best, and it felt so great to
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end the year. Thank you, Ascender, for all the hard work and dedication to your students, and congratulations to
the 2019 and 2020 cohort,” stated Carmen Hernandez.

CTN Hosts Ascender Foundational Professional Development Summit
CTN hosted its virtual Ascender Foundational Summer Summit on May 25th and 26th with over 40 participants.
It was the first in a series of professional development trainings for new Ascender instructors.
The conference began with a welcome from CTN CEO Dr. Chavez, who talked about CTN’s mission and gave
participants an overview of the program as well as any current news or updates. Next Allegra Villarreal, CTN
Director of Professional Development, provided an overview of the seminar’s topics to be addressed and led a
“get-to-know you” gallery walk.
The topic for the first session titled “A Culturally Responsive and Sustaining Approach,” was presented by
Allegra Villarreal. She modeled the methodology of choosing a strong line using a reading from Norma Cantu’s

Allegra takes participants through a writing practice.

Norman Eng presents the one-sentence lesson plan.

writing and led participants through a writing practice created by Cantu describing a childhood photo or memory.
Allegra and Dr. Chavez then modeled for participants the classroom methodology of selecting strong lines and
asking two questions in peer readings to identify the strengths and weaknesses in their writing. Mario Morin,
CTN Math Professional Development Director and Math Chair at STC, then shared ways to use writing prompts
in math and how to “read and speak” math.
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The One-Sentence Lesson Plan,” was presented next by Norman Eng, CTN Board Member and Founder of
EDUCATIONxDESIGN. Eng took participants through the steps of creating a one sentence lesson plan using the
questions “What? How? and Why?” He showed participants how to take the Why? and turn it into the opening
hook for their lessons. He emphasized that “students learn content better when it’s anchored to something
familiar.”
After lunch, “A Pedagogic Vision for the Future: Validation Theory and Sentipensante,” was presented by Laura
Rendon, Professor Emerita, University of Texas - San Antonio. Dr. Rendon spoke to participants about the
challenges faced by first-generation students
including separation anxiety, microagrgessions,
college readiness, affordability, liminality, and
advising issues. She discussed the types of
assistance first-generational students will often need
and stressed the importance of validation, giving
examples of how to use it in the classroom. She also
discussed her sentipensante (sensing/thinking)
pedagogy, ways to use it in designing curriculum,
and employing contemplative tools for faculty and
staff presentation.
Dr. Rendon shares her background with participants.

“The Mentoring Component” was presented by Dr. Anna Alaniz, CTN Fellow and Faculty, South Texas College.
She began by asking participants to list and write about their mentors. She went over the value of the mentoring
component of the CTN Ascender program, a timeline for activities, and the location of forms and other
information.
“Recruitment and Advising in the Program,” was presented by Allegra and Ariel Flores, CTN Fellow and Advisor,
Austin Community College. Ariel spoke about the importance of recruiting the right students, stressing the
importance of the student being willing to participate in the various components of the program, and recruitment
strategies including the use of alumni, area high schools, data reports, and using social media and flyers.
The first day ended with campus team time and a daily group reflection.
Day two began with the session “Toward Common Purpose: Teaching Styles and Teamwork” led by Allegra,
who took participants through an activity called “The Four Directions.”
The next session titled “Student Engagement: Pandemic Edition” was presented by Alejandra Polcik, CTN Fellow
and ACC Manager of Hispanic Outreach Projects and Megan Diaz, ACC Outreach Specialist. They discussed the
importance of student engagement and the various events that take place on their campus, including virtual
approaches.

Alejandra and Megan discuss student engagement.

The alumni panel shares their experiences with participants.
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The next session “Si Se Puede: Alumni Speak Out (a student panel)” was led by Megan Diaz. Alumni Griselda
Garnica, Andrew Ibarra, Alexia Villagomez, Rocio Lopez and Carmen Hernandez from ACC cohort 2020-2021
shared their experiences, thoughts and feelings with participants.
Then Juan Higa, Operations Manager, and Debra McBeath, Director of Communications and Engagement, gave
a brief overview of the student engagement component of the program which includes the student club, transfer
motivational conference, charlas and internships.
After lunch, in the session titled “How We Teach Moving Forward” current practitioners in English, Learning
Frameworks, Government and Math discussed their teaching approaches both for the program and online
delivery. Dr. Alaniz (Learning Frameworks) and Darrial Reynolds (Government) shared how they created the
curriculum and lessons for their learning community. Mario Morin (Math) spoke from the perspective of the math
chair and discussed technology in the math classroom, the EnLearn program which has more reading and writing
involved, how to get students into the right math class, and some suggestions for mathematical thinking in all
courses. “The reading, writing and speaking of math is the foundation/cornerstone of our courses,” he added. The
next speaker, Yon Hui Bell (English), spoke about her approach to understanding her students and how she wants
to make her students feel. She then shared some of her lessons about how to actualize these in her curriculum.
The next session “Research and Evaluation in the Model” was presented by Erin Doran, CTN Director of Research
and Evaluation. She shared and explained the data that CTN collects.
The second day also ended with campus team time and group reflection.

CTN Hosts Virtual 2021 Gala Celebrating 10 Years
Catch the Next hosted a virtual gala celebrating the start of its 10th academic year on May 27th from 6-7 pm.
The gala began with a welcome from CTN CEO, Dr. Chavez. She shared the history of the organization and
talked about the “heroes among us” especially those in the audience.
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A slate of CTN peer mentors and advisory board members spoke next, beginning with Andrew Siceloff, son of
CTN founder. He said, “John Siceloff loved helping empower communities with hands-on work rather than
reporting on them, and seeing his legacy live on through CTN is the best gift a son can receive.” Author and
Pulitzer Prize winner, Sonia Nazario spoke next and said “this program must grow” and then cited Latino
educational statistics. She added, “My prayer is that CTN goes way beyond the state of Texas.” Ron Lippincott,
former PBS VP, spoke about his friendship with John Siceloff, which began in high school, and the use of
EnLearn, an innovative and dynamic mathematical diagnostic and learning platform, which CTN is using in the
classroom at STC. President of Excelencia in Education, Sarita Brown spoke about “why commitment and big
ideas are how we make things happen for Latinos” and she said John Siceloff was “really smart in finding the
right person who cared just as passionately as he did about serving Latino students, helping them go to college
and making sure that we would work together to amplify the solutions that existed. This person was Maria Chavez
who said ‘I’m ready to rock the world and take this to Texas.’ Maria’s absolute steadfast readiness to say we are
going to do this work together is what we’re celebrating 10 years in. Our students deserve this and so much more.
Latino students’ success will make Texas better and will make the nation better,” she added.
Next Stacy introduced Dr. Rogelio Saenz, chairman of the CTN Board of Directors, who said that “CTN is doing
transformational work right now. CTN has reversed the course that set up so many of our Texas students for
failure by changing the playing field, changing the trajectory of our students, changing the “that’s the way things
simply are” mentality to working with students in a caring, holistic manner. Put simply, Catch the Next changes
the lives of our students, their families and their communities.”

Andrew Siceloff

Sonia Nazario

Ron Lippincott

Sarita Brown

Rogelio Saenz

Then Allegra Villarreal, Director of Professional Development explained the CTN model which was followed by
testimonials from students and campus/district administrators. These included Ascender student Fabiola who said,
“The teachers in the program helped me to know that I have an identity. This program showed me that we are all
different, but we all have the same value.” Another student, Carmen, commented, “One amazing benefit has to
be the mentor component of the program. Ascender has done an amazing job of pairing their students with mentors
that are there to help guide them through their first-year college experience. My mentor has always been there to
support me and give me advice.”
Daniel Montes, administrator from STC, commented, “I’ve been able to participate in some of the Ascender
activities and what I find is that it’s really a family type environment; they’re very closely knit, and I wish that
we could have that on a bigger scale.”
Dr. Michael Flores, Chancellor of Alamo Colleges, stated, “We are particularly proud of the relationship we
have had with Catch the Next over the last decade. Catch the Next provides support for our students who need it
the most while also providing the academic challenge that our faculty members and advisors give to each and
every one of our students involved in a learning community that is supportive and affirming both academically
and culturally.”
“Best wishes for many more years of promoting and celebrating student success in Texas,” said Dr. Charles
Cook, Provost/ Executive VP for Academic Affairs at ACC.
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Sophia Farias, who has just finished her first year at SAC, wrote and recited the poem, written specifically for
Catch the Next, “Deep Breaths about COVID. It began “For too long we have lived within memory, reciting
remembering whens” and ended with “soon the Renaissance of dancing and deep breaths…at last we have
survived. We have a chance to be born again, to leave our caves, and touch fingers, hands… I am ready to thaw
out my tomorrows.”
Dr. Rendon, CTN peer mentor and UTSA Professor Emerita, spoke next saying that “Catch the Next was a
program rooted in civil rights, rooted in culture, rooted in familia, and rooted in carino. CTN brings out the best,
the brilliance of our students.” She continued, “Bien hecho. Well done, for uncovering the hidden aspects of our
students, for working with the most vulnerable amongst us and transforming these students so that they can see
the possibilities in their lives, so that they can believe that they too can succeed. What CTN has done is come up
with a model of success that takes these students and transforms them into powerful learners where they began to
believe that college is for them, that they can do this, that they have the ability to get to that finish line.”
She concluded by saying, “Well done, CTN for creating a new dream for low-income, first-generation students
and never, ever, ever giving up on our students. I can’t wait for the next 10 years! Thank you for everything
you’ve done to harness our students’ talents and to help them believe in themselves.”

Sophia Farias, SAC student poet

Dr. Rendon, UTSA Professor Emerita

Mike Guinn, spoken word artist

Instructors then spoke about the benefits of the Ascender program, both for students and themselves. Some of
their comments include the following: “One of the big components of the CTN model is that students work in a
cohort, so what they see in one class, they’ll see reflected in another class. I think the better connection they make
between courses, the better they will do in their studies overall.”-Jorge Gomez, EPCC. “It has changed my
teaching dramatically. I am now much less the center of the classroom. I have so many more active learning
tools.” -Lydia CdeBaca Cruz, ACC. “In the professional development training, I have learned so much more
about teaching than I have learned ever in my 20 plus years.”-Yolanda Reyna, PAC. “One thing I’ve noticed is
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that the students write a lot more; they get more engaged with their writing. They like the idea of finding their
voice. They’re more interested because of the culturally relevant material incorporated into the assignment. Their
discussions are more open, and they talk more during the discussion portion of the writing process.”-Antonio
Garza, PAC. “The students are very motivated to learn. They have goals. Many of them really know what they
want to do and they are really working towards achieving those goals.”-Anne Fletcher, ACC. “It has been proven
many times that these students, with the right support available to them in this program, will be successful.”- Ali
Esmaeli, STC.
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L. Cruz-ACC

Y. Reyna-PAC

A. Garza-PAC

A. Fletcher-ACC A. Esmaeli, STC

Next Mike Guinn, CTN Board Member and award-winning spoken word artist, spoke his poem created for the
gala which began “Quote: what good is my Master’s degree if I can’t be the master of me?” and continued “Fact:
Catch the Next’s mission is to empower students to catch college and career dreams, to provide inspiration and
motivation that helps to propel them without hesitation and awaken young minds to new and exciting
possibilities… so they’re able to transcend their limitations and improve their situation…CTN gives them
permission to rise above other people’s opinions and expectations… CTN empowers and transforms… it’s where
dreams are born… this is more than just a moment; it’s a movement…with instructors who are factually and
actually engaging them to be orchestrators of their own paths to success… Let’s continue to ascend from
within…”
The gala ended with music provided by Mariachi Paredes, from the University of Texas at Austin.

CTN Announces New Leadership Fellows Cohort
CTN is pleased to announce the names of those chosen for the new Leadership Fellows cohort. They include Ann
Fletcher, ACC; Cynthia Cantu, ACC; Darrial Reynolds, STC; Joan Jaimes, SAC; Lillian Huerta, ACC; Megan
Diaz, ACC; Mona Aldana Ramirez, SAC; Samantha Ackers, ACC; Yon Hui Bell, SAC; Laurie Coleman SAC;
Mary Elston, PAC; Rosa Gutierrez, STC; and Jonathan Bell, STC.
The CTN Leadership Fellows Program is designed to ensure that future leaders are ready to take on real-world
challenges in higher education and serve the capacity-building needs of the organization and the educational
institutions that CTN serves in the State of Texas.
Leadership Fellows participate in a customized learning experience that enables them to become immersed in the
culture, policies, and decision-making processes of the organization in order to maximize the potential of CTN as
an agency of change.
CTN Leadership Fellows are asked to participate in a Leadership Fellows Retreat to be held virtually on Friday,
September 10, 2021, from. 9:00 - 3:00 p.m. The Retreat will develop the skills of Leadership Fellows to be
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facilitators of knowledge and best practices and to understand that everyone, from the newest to the most
experienced educator, has something to contribute. The leadership fellows retreat is also designed to increase the
ability of Fellows to inspire and influence others by being inclusive, open, and innovative while holding
themselves accountable to CTN’s mission.

Peer Mentor News
CTN Peer Mentor, A. Rivera, Joins NACUA Board
CTN peer mentor, Augustin (Augie) Rivera, Jr., was elected to the National Association of College and University
Attorneys Board of Directors. His three-year term of service begins in June.
The National Association of College and University Attorneys (NACUA) is the leading
higher education law organization and is the primary source of information on
developments in the field. The Association’s purpose is to enhance legal assistance to
colleges and universities by educating attorneys and administrators as to the nature of
campus legal issues. It has an equally important role to play in the continuing legal
education of university counsel. In addition, NACUA produces legal resources, offers
continuing legal education programming, maintains a listserv (NACUANET) and a variety
of member-only web-based resources pages, and operates a clearinghouse through which
attorneys on campuses are able to share resources, knowledge and work products on
current legal concerns and interests.

Peer Mentor, Mendez, Receives 2022 Texas Poet Laureate Honor
CTN peer mentor, Lupe Mendez, has been named 2022 Texas State Poet Laureate. Mendez is a writer, educator
and founder of Tintero Projects, which works with Latino writers and other writers of color in the Texas Gulf
Coast Region. He is the author of "Why I Am Like Tequila," which won the 2019 John A.
Robertson Award for Best First Book of Poetry from the Texas Institute of Letters.
The son of an undocumented Mexican father and a Southern Tejana, Mendez states in his
bio that his writing reflects his roots in Texas and the Mexican state of Jalisco, and explores
issues both political and emotional. His poem "Aguacero" is set in the aftermath of
Hurricane Harvey, for example, and his poem "How Candles Are Made" is inspired by a
news story about a family separated by deportation.
"I want to be able to shine a light on both space/place and people in my capacity as Texas
Poet Laureate," Mendez said. ( https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/)
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College News
PBS NewsHour Features CTN Instructor, Anne Fletcher
CTN instructor, Anne Fletcher, was featured on PBS NewsHour on May 19th. Fletcher, who has been teaching 50
years, moved to Austin in 2010 to be near her children and grandchildren.
“When I had the chance to come to Texas, I was seeking those who were
struggling with English, the Latinx students,” she said. “They were the most in
need. I saw that there were adults who also struggled with reading and writing,
and they were actually more in need, because they were adults who were trying
to improve their quality of life.
Fletcher said the days since March 2020 have been some of the bleakest of her
career. The spread of COVID-19 forced the community college to shutter all
11 of its campuses just before spring break last year. In the beginning, teachers
scrambled to record video lessons and help students get access to courses.
Fletcher’s materials were already online, but she had never recorded
instructional videos before and also had to quickly learn to teach live lessons and host online office hours. The
college provided training and support, but some of Fletcher’s students couldn’t establish any internet connection
at all. Others tried to keep up with her course using only their phones.
“That was a nightmare,” she said. “We lost some. They were used to in-person learning, and they didn’t know
how they could do it. This was not what they bargained for when they signed up to start college.
“And we as professors could not express our frustration, our panic and our nightmares,” said Fletcher, who has
taught at the college for 11 years. “We had to remain calm and do everything we could to help make the students
feel more at ease and comfortable with online learning.”
Alejandra Polcik, the Ascender program manager at Austin Community College, said Fletcher frequently works
on weekends, answers emails after hours and talks often to her and other program organizers about students’
progress. “She is conscious of the obstacles that we are facing,” she said. “She accommodates her students, but she
never lowers her standards.” (https://www.pbs.org/newshour/education/)

SAC Wins Aspen Prize for Community College Excellence
San Antonio College (SAC) was selected as the winner of the 2021 Aspen Prize for Community College
Excellence during a virtual award ceremony on May 18th. SAC will receive $600,000. For the prize, 150
community colleges were invited to apply. And of those, 10 were selected as finalists. The prize criteria focused
on five areas: teaching and learning, degree and credential completion, transfer and bachelor’s degree paths,
workforce and career help and equity.
“San Antonio College, one of five colleges in the Alamo College District, is laser-focused on serving students
from its immediate environment, an area that is predominantly low income with low rates of degree attainment
and high rates of unemployment,” said Ruth Williams-Brinkley, president of Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of
the Mid-Atlantic States and Aspen Prize jury co-chair. “Two-thirds of students are Hispanic, Black or Native
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American. Leaders, faculty and staff have a shared sense of urgency for improvement. They have a commitment
to evidence-based inquiry and accountability, and a common understanding that everyone in the community is
responsible for students’ wellbeing inside and outside the classroom.”
Williams-Brinkley added that 52% of students starting at SAC graduate or transfer within three years, compared
to the national average of 46%.
“We assess all courses, all 2,300 core sections within one given semester,” said Dr. Robert
Vela, the president of San Antonio College. “So, part of the commitment is that every single
faculty member, including adjuncts, full-timers, support personnel, spend time really
looking at their data, making sure that they’re able to disaggregate the data around special
populations, and ensuring what is it that we’re doing well and what is it that we’re not doing
so well and what can we do to improve? When a faculty member or a cadre of faculty
members demonstrate success in particular courses, we actually have them serve as coaches
for others.” (https://diverseeducation.com/article/215261/)
(L) Dr. Robert Vela, Jr.

South Texas College Achieves Significant Honors for 2021
South Texas College has achieved significant honors so far for 2021, placing the college among the best when it
comes to affordability as well the quality of its online campus, bachelor’s degrees, nursing program, and many
more.
Nearing the mid-point of the year, STC ranks:
• No. 1 in the nation for “Most Affordable Online College for Bachelor Degrees” by Online College Plan.
• No. 1 in the nation for “Most Affordable Associate Degree in Nursing Program” by NursingSchoolHub.
• STC is ranked No. 1 in Texas as 2021 “Best Online Community College” by Premium Schools.
• Ranked second for “Safest College Campuses in Texas” by Niche Rankings.
• STC’s LVN Program ranked Top 15 (out of 60+) BEST LVN Programs in Texas according to 2021
nursingprocess.org.
Since its creation, STC has expanded to include over 28,000 students each semester on five campuses in Hidalgo
and Starr Counties, along with the STC Regional Center for Public Safety Excellence, two higher education
centers, and a virtual campus.
STC offers 127 degree and certificate options, and 36 fully online programs, and is authorized by the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board to offer Bachelor of Applied Technology and Bachelor of Applied Science
degrees. (https://news.southtexascollege.edu/a-history-of-excellence/)

CTN Invites You to Support Our Program by Installing the Amazon Phone App
You can help make a difference for Catch the Next while you shop in the Amazon app, at no extra cost to you.
Simply follow the instructions below to select "Catch the Next Inc" as your charity and activate AmazonSmile
in the app. They'll donate a portion of your eligible mobile app purchases to us.
How it works:
1. Open the Amazon app on your phone
2. Select the main menu (=) & tap on "AmazonSmile" within Programs & Features
3. Select "Catch the Next Inc" as your charity
4. Follow the on-screen instructions to activate AmazonSmile in the mobile app
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Student Resources
The following are student professional development opportunities, including scholarships, internships, articles to read and student
success opportunities. If you would like to share an opportunity, please email at stacy.ybarra@catchthenext.org
Thank You,
Stacy Ybarra Evans
Catch the Next
Student Opportunities

Date
5/31/2021

Activity

Activity Description

SAC
Opportunity

The Student Enrichment Center is holding a Student Showcase Competition to highlight
the work of SAC students. Students from all majors are eligible to show their research,
talents and abilities.
The Student Showcase Competition will award $800 for the first place winner, $400 for
second place, $200 for third place, and $100 for honorable mention. Deadline to enter is 5
p.m. Thursday, July 1. For more information and eligibility requirements, visit
alamo.edu/sac/experience-sac/current-students/student-enrichment-center/studentshowcase/.
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5/31/2021

Opportunity

College students! The @TexasTribune fellowship applications for the fall are still open.
This fall, the events fellow will play an important role in the execution of our annual Texas
Tribune Festival and dozens of other events. Apply!
https://www.texastribune.org/jobs/editorial-fellowship/

5/31/2021

Opportunity

Wanting a place to discuss and learn about leadership and women in politics? Apply to
@utcwgs New Texas Leadership Summer Institute! It brings together college women from
around the country to discuss these important topics. More info: bit.ly/39Lhk6z

FCC Program Helps Pay for Internet Service and Computers
The Emergency Broadband Benefit is an FCC program to help families and households struggling to afford
internet service during the COVID-19 pandemic. This new benefit will connect eligible households to jobs,
critical healthcare services, virtual classrooms, and so much more.
The Emergency Broadband Benefit will provide a discount of up to $50 per month towards broadband service for
eligible households and up to $75 per month for households on qualifying Tribal lands. Eligible households can
also receive a one-time discount of up to $100 to purchase a laptop, desktop computer, or tablet from participating
providers if they contribute more than $10 and less than $50 toward the purchase price.
The Emergency Broadband Benefit is limited to one monthly service discount and one device discount per
household.
Who Is Eligible for the Emergency Broadband Benefit Program?
A household is eligible if a member of the household meets one of the criteria below:








Has an income that is at or below 135% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines or participates in certain
assistance programs, such as SNAP, Medicaid, or Lifeline;
Approved to receive benefits under the free and reduced-price school lunch program or the school
breakfast program, including through the USDA Community Eligibility Provision in the 2019-2020
or 2020-2021 school year;
Received a Federal Pell Grant during the current award year;
Experienced a substantial loss of income due to job loss or furlough since February 29, 2020 and the
household had a total income in 2020 at or below $99,000 for single filers and $198,000 for joint
filers; or
Meets the eligibility criteria for a participating provider's existing low-income or COVID-19
program.

How to Apply

Apply Now
There are three ways for eligible households to apply:
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1. Contact your preferred participating broadband provider directly to learn about their
application process.
2. Go to GetEmergencyBroadband.org to apply online and to find participating providers near you.
3. Call 833-511-0311 for a mail-in application, and return it along with copies of documents showing
proof of eligibility to:
Emergency Broadband Support Center
P.O. Box 7081
London, KY 40742

Dept. of Ed Announces Assistance to Higher Education Students
The Department of Education has announced benefits, outreach, flexibilities, and guidance to assist
students, federal student aid borrowers, and institutions of higher education.
The Department informed institutions that they can conduct direct outreach to students who may meet
temporarily expanded eligibility criteria for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). Under
regular SNAP eligibility requirements, students enrolled at least half-time in an institution are typically
ineligible for benefits unless they meet certain specific exemptions. The Consolidated Appropriations Act,
2021, temporarily expands eligibility to include students who (1) are eligible to participate in state or
federal financed work-study during the regular academic year, as determined by the institution, or (2) have
an expected family contribution of 0 in the current academic year (including students who are eligible for
a maximum Pell Grant).
The agency also announced relief for certain federal student aid borrowers who have received loan
discharges due to total and permanent disability. This action will help more than 230,000 borrowers. Over
41,000 of these borrowers –—who had $1.3 billion in loans reinstated — will get their discharges back,
have any payments made during the COVID-19 national emergency refunded, and will not be asked to
submit earnings documents. The other 190,000 borrowers who remain in the monitoring period will not be
asked to submit earnings documentation. These income monitoring requirements are waived for the
duration of the emergency.
In addition, the agency announced an expansion of the pause on federal student loan interest and collections
to all defaulted loans in the Federal Family Education Loan Program, which will help more than 1 million
additional borrowers burdened by debt during the COVID-19 national emergency. This is retroactive to
March 13, 2020. The Department will work to automatically return any tax refunds seized or wages
garnished over the past year. Also, borrowers who made voluntary payments on any of these loans during
the past year may request a refund of those amounts. Plus, any of these loans that went into default this past
year will be returned to good standing.

Future Focused TX Offers Advice to Prepare for Campus Tours
College campuses might still be closed, while others are doing tours by appointment only. This may throw
a wrench in your college visit plans. But don’t worry yet! There are so many new options, like virtual tours,
that have now made “touring” campuses easier than ever before! Follow these two steps to stay organized
during your college tours and make the best decision for your goals!
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1. Watch this quick video below (seriously only 3 minutes) to
help you prepare for your campus tours full of advice from current
college students!
2. Download the College Tour Note Sheet to keep track of your
thoughts, impressions, and questions during each college tour,
virtual or in person!

Soros Fellowship Provides $90,000 for Immigrants
The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship provides up to $90,000 in financial support over two years of graduate school.
This is an opportunity that is open to immigrants who graduated from both high school and college in the United
States, regardless of their immigration status.
If you are undocumented and pursuing graduate school, definitely check out this informational webinar as you
prepare your application for the PD Soros Fellowship program. The fellowship is open to DACA recipients and
any immigrant who has graduated from both high school and college in the United States, regardless of
immigration status, and it’s a good fit if you’re pursuing a master’s program, a PhD, an MD, a JD, or another
graduate program.

Resources Available for Students and Families to Complete FAFSA
The White House Hispanic Prosperity Initiative has a resources webpage to help students and families complete
their FAFSA form. The Department’s Federal Student Aid (FSA) office is urging students to file the FAFSA form
to help defray, and in some cases completely cover, the costs of their postsecondary education. FSA has made it
easier than ever for students and families to access resources at StudentAid.gov and via the myStudentAid mobile
application using a computer, tablet, or mobile phone.

TWC and THECB Update CREWS Application
The Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) have
completed a rewrite of the Texas CREWS (Consumer Resource for Education and Workforce Statistics)
application. The updates include a new Spanish language option, a more intuitive workflow, improved navigation,
and the addition of career schools. The application is now smartphone and tablet friendly. https://txcrews.org/

Federal Student Aid Enhances Two Online Tools
Federal Student Aid (FSA) has enhanced two online tools: the Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) Help
Tool and the Loan Simulator. The redesigned PSLF Help Tool features a modernized interface and revised format
to help borrowers more easily determine their eligibility for the PSLF Program, including a new, single PSLF
Form combining the employment certification form and the forgiveness application. The new Loan Simulator has
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a “Borrow More” feature that allows borrowers to determine how taking out additional federal student loans —
for continuing in their current programs of study or enrolling in a new one — will affect their monthly payment
amount. Throughout 2021, more features and tools will be introduced to improve customers’ understanding of
and interactions with Title IV aid programs.

Department of Education Releases Free FAFSA Form
The Department of Education has released the 2021-22 Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA®) form. Students and parents can easily complete the form via fafsa.gov on a desktop or mobile
device. This year, enhanced help topics provide even more guidance through the form, and, as a result of user
feedback, many financial help topics on fafsa.gov now feature images of the forms with relevant line numbers
visually highlighted to help applicants navigate the FAFSA form.
The Internal Revenue Service Data Retrieval Tool (IRS DRT) remains the fastest way for applicants to enter tax
return information accurately on the FAFSA form.
The Department provides other tools and resources designed to help students complete and submit the FAFSA
form and make informed choices. The Annual Student Loan Acknowledgment provides links to the College
Scorecard, where students can estimate their post-completion starting salary based on the school they plan to
attend and the program in which they will enroll. The Department’s Homeroom blog also contains posts with
helpful information, including:
•7
•8

Things You Need Before You Fill Out the 2021–22 FAFSA® Form
Steps to Filling Out the FAFSA® Form

Students Can Find Resources on Get Schooled Website
Get Schooled, a national non-profit organization dedicated to helping young people get to college, find first jobs,
and succeed in both, has several resources on their
website. There are articles, videos, and downloadable
resources to help students start strong and create a
solid foundation for the upcoming months. From
distance learning tips to learning how to ask for help,
these resources are created for students to help them
succeed in college.
https://getschooled.com/journey/future-focused-txcontent/creating-a-successful-first-semester/

Organization Offers Resources for Financial Literacy
Annuity.org believes when students learn financial literacy at an early age it helps them to make astute decisions
about their personal finances, smart financial behavior leads to financially secure lives. Now, more than ever, is
a great time for students to hone in on this skill while they are learning from home. Their site covers things
like: Budgeting -Filling out a FAFSA request for college; How Student Loans Work; and Financially planning
for your future and more. Please take a look at our student resource here: www.annuity.org/financialliteracy/stu+dents/
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Professional Opportunities

The following professional development opportunities highlight Ascender grant and funding opportunities, conference opportunities,
and information for theory, research and practice. I encourage you to forward any information that would provide wonderful
opportunities to our team or students by emailing me at stacy.ybarra@catchthenext.org.
Thank You,
Stacy Ybarra Evans
Catch the Next

Staff Opportunities

Date

Activity

Activity Description

5/31/2021

Free Program

https://www.neh.gov/divisions/education/summer-programs
NEH Tuition Free Opportunity
NEH offers tuition-free opportunities for K-12 educators and higher education faculty to study a
variety of humanities topics. Stipends of $1,300-$3,450 help cover expenses for these one- to
four-week programs.

5/31/2021

Free Class

https://starlinktraining.org/program/detail/how-can-i-align-technology-with-my-pedagogicalgoals
FREE Training

How Can I Align Technology with My Pedagogical Goals?

5/31/2021

Free Class

https://starlinktraining.org/program/detail/hot-topics-trends-in-instructionaldesign-technology-predicting-the-future-by-studying-the-past
Hot Topics - Trends in Instructional Design/Technology: Predicting the Future by
Studying the Past

5/31/2021

Free Class

https://starlinktraining.org/program/detail/technology-in-the-classroom-andonline
Technology in the Classroom and Online

5/31/2021

FREE Teaching
Conference

REMOTE is proud to announce a unique professional development opportunity.
We’ve teamed with TED to provide workshop attendees with 3-month access to TED
Masterclass, TED’s official public speaking course.
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A TED Masterclass will be offered FREE to the first 1,000 participants who attend the
TED Workshop featured at REMOTE on: June 9, 2021 at 11:30am PT – 12:00pm PT.
https://onlinexperiences.com/Launch/Event.htm?ShowKey=140343LOG IN TO
ACCESS EVENT
ON JUNE 9-10, 2021

White House Initiative Accepts Nominations for Latino Educators
The quality of a student’s teacher is the single most influential in-school factor in academic achievement and
future life outcomes. With the increase in Hispanic population, it is important to have a teaching workforce that
reflects the student population in order to meet the demands of our increasingly diverse nation. With the
#LatinosTeach online campaign, the White House Hispanic Prosperity Initiative features Hispanic teachers to
demonstrate that while they are underrepresented, there are many Hispanics who are dedicating themselves to
serving their community through teaching.
The White House Initiative on Hispanic Prosperity is accepting nominations for Latino educators! #LatinosTeach
recognizes Hispanic teachers who have dedicated themselves to serving their community through teaching.
Submit a nomination today.

Registration Open for Leadership in Higher Ed Conference
The Leadership in Higher Education Conference is designed to provide academic leaders, such as deans,
department chairs, administrators, and aspiring leaders a platform to embrace new tools to put in place when
returning to academia, as well as an opportunity to network with like-minded peers and nationally recognized
experts in academic leadership. Join us in Baltimore, October 7-9, for the 2021 Leadership in Higher Education
Conference to collaborate with like-minded peers from across the country. This year’s conference focuses on both
academic and administrative leadership with seven unique conference tracks: Leadership and Professional
Development; Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion; Institutional Evaluation and Assessment; Hiring, Development,
and Retention; Institutional Culture and Climate; Student Recruitment, Retention, and Success; Special Topics in
Academic Leadership
LEARN MORE HERE https://www.magnapubs.com/leadership-in-higher-education-conference/

THECB Opens Registration for PD Virtual Conference
The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board's (THECB) Division of College Readiness and Success invites
you to join the: 2021 P-16 Professional Development Virtual Conference on June 24, 2021.
The P-16 Professional Development Virtual Conference is intended to bridge secondary and postsecondary
education and support the goals of the 60x30TX plan, by providing promising practices for the transition of
students from high school to and through higher education and highlight Coordinating Board resources and
initiatives.
High school counselors, admissions advisers from two-year and four-year institutions, and other educators
interested in learning more about college access and success across Texas are invited to attend. We look forward
to seeing you virtually this summer!
Registration opened May 19, 2021.
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NISOD Announces Financial Literacy Series
NISOD is excited to announce the Financial Literacy Series! This complimentary webinar series explores the
nexus between finance and our academic, personal, and professional lives. These webinars demystify topics
such as insurance, retirement savings, and estate plans, while also examining financial issues through new and
exciting lenses, such as the parallels between money and fitness and how psychology impacts the economies of
our lives. Register for one webinar or the entire series! All Financial Literacy Series webinars are free for
individuals at NISOD member and non-member colleges.
Check out these upcoming Financial Literacy Series topics:
It’s All in Your Head: Psychology, Money, and the Economies of Our Lives
June 29 | 1:00 p.m. CST
This webinar focuses on the psychology of money. Learn how the evolution and structure of the brain affects
decisions we make about our finances, as well as several common cognitive biases that can lead us in the wrong
direction with our money if we are not aware of them. Finally, several solutions will be offered to improve our
chances of taking emotions out of financial decisions.
Finance for Females
August 10 | 1:00 p.m. CST
The goal of this webinar is to help participants understand the relationship between women, money, investing,
and other financial topics. This subject continues to grow in importance for many reasons we will discuss. It is
also worth noting that men have a vested interest in understanding this topic because, in many cases, women
impact the financial aspects of their daily lives.
Check out the full lineup of Financial Literacy Series webinars here: https://www.nisod.org/virtualevents/virtual-workshops/

First-Generation College Celebration Opens Grant Application
The Council for Opportunity in Education (COE) and the Center for First-generation Student Success (Center)
are pleased to open the 2021 FGCC Grant Opportunity to support your organization’s plans to
#CelebrateFirstGen!
The FGCC occurs every year on and around November 8 and is a national celebration of the identities and
contributions of first-generation college students and graduates. For more information, please visit
bit.ly/CelebrateFirst-Gen.
Grant Opportunity recipients will be awarded up to $500.00 (USD) to increase their capacity to:
● reach more first-generation students and graduates;
● engage more community members;
● launch a new program, event, or initiative; and/or
● provide additional services surrounding the First-Generation College Celebration.
Priority will be given to entries whose applications detail creative, collaborative, and engaging Celebrations that
demonstrate scale to reach more first-generation students.
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GRANT TIMELINE:
This application will close on Sunday, August 8, 2021 at 11:59pm ET.
Immediately following the close date, the grant committee will review all submissions and select this year's
recipients. As such, we are unable to review applications submitted after the stated deadline.
All entries will be notified of the application status via email by late August. Please note that due to the large
volume of applications, we cannot provide individual status updates prior to the late August announcement.
GRANT TERMS:
These grant funds are unrestricted. If awarded, funds must be applied to an initiative related to the FirstGeneration College Celebration, though events are NOT required to occur on November 8, 2021.
Recipients must produce post-engagement collateral. Specific engagement activities will be confirmed with the
selected recipients prior to acceptance of the grant. Collateral includes a 500-word blog and a Twitter moment
or video capturing celebration activities.

NEH Offers Virtual Workshops for Grant Opportunities
Join a live virtual workshop with NEH program staff to hear about NEH grant opportunities, deadlines, and
application information.
NEH Virtual Workshop — all interests, in Spanish
June 3, 2021
2-3:30 PM EDT
This workshop will provide a broad overview of NEH's grant programs and provide an introductory view of the
agency in Spanish.
Teams meeting link: Join live event
Dial-in phone number: +1 202-600-8430
Conference ID: 182 058 065#

Report Provides Best Practices for Financial Literacy
The U.S. Department of the Treasury released a report on behalf of the Financial Literacy and Education
Commission (FLEC). The report, Best Practices for Financial Literacy and Education at Institutions of Higher
Education, provides recommendations for higher education institutions to deliver effective financial literacy
education and resources to help students make informed decisions and avoid pitfalls associated with financing
education. Read more

Texas OnCourse Opens Academy to Higher Ed Advising Professionals
Texas OnCourse is opening its online academy to higher education advising professionals. This new offering is
part of their new role within the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. There are two new training
modules in the Academy designed specifically for higher education advisers:
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and TASFA: Helping Students Get and Keep Financial Aid – refresh yourself on helping
students apply for, verify, and renew financial aid using the FAFSA or TASFA.
• Dollars and Sense: Supporting Student Financial Wellness – explore how students’ finances can
impact their success in college. This module also covers how to effectively refer students to financial
help on and off-campus.
• FAFSA

To access the modules, register for the Academy, then select Success in Higher Education on the left side.
Select College Finances and Beyond. Then select either FAFSA and TASFA or Dollars and Sense, and click
on Introduction to get started!

Opportunities for Fully Funded Masters and PhD Scholarships
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Catch the Next Program Partners

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Catch the Next Colleges
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South Texas College
Mid Valley Campus, Weslaco
Pecan Campus, McAllen
Starr Campus, Rio Grande City
Alamo Colleges, San Antonio
Palo Alto College
Northeast Lakeview College
San Antonio College
Austin Community College, Austin
Highland Campus
Riverside Campus
Hays Campus
South Campus
Northridge Campus
____________________________________________________________________
About Our Newsletter
A publication by Catch the Next Inc., for its Ascender Scholars
Submissions are welcomed. Please send all information to:
Dr. Maria Chavez, Editor in Chief or Debra McBeath, Editor.
Submissions: maria.chavez@catchthenext.org
debra.mcbeath@catchthenext.org
Contributors: Stacy Ybarra, CTN; Carmen Hernandez Garcia, ACC; Anna
Alaniz, STC; and Megan Diaz, ACC.

“The opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Greater Texas Foundation, or any
director, officer or employee thereof.”

Support CTN by donating to our organization, bringing CTN to your campus or joining us for training. For
more information, go to https://www.catchthenext.org/
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